
Testing the CutterTesting the Cutter

For the For the ProCutProCut Contour Contour 

Series of CuttersSeries of Cutters



11--1 Testing1 Testing

�� Turn the cutter on. Turn the cutter on. 

�� Once the cutter starts up, the screen Once the cutter starts up, the screen 

should look like the image below. should look like the image below. 



11--2 Testing2 Testing

�� Press the Press the ‘‘TestTest’’ button on the panel.button on the panel.



11--3 Testing3 Testing

�� This will cut out a small triangle on the vinyl. This will cut out a small triangle on the vinyl. 

�� To look at the cut, move the vinyl forward. To look at the cut, move the vinyl forward. 

–– Click the On/Off Line button and use the Speed Up and Click the On/Off Line button and use the Speed Up and 

Down arrows to adjust the vinyl.Down arrows to adjust the vinyl.



11--4 Testing4 Testing
�� Weed out the area around the triangle to ensure accuracy of Weed out the area around the triangle to ensure accuracy of 

pressure.pressure.

�� If the triangle does not weed, adjust the force up by clicking tIf the triangle does not weed, adjust the force up by clicking the he 
left Force arrow. left Force arrow. 

�� If it cuts too deep, adjust the force down by clicking the rightIf it cuts too deep, adjust the force down by clicking the right
Force arrow.Force arrow.



11--5 Testing5 Testing

�� When finished with adjustments, move the vinyl When finished with adjustments, move the vinyl 

and carriage to an area of unused vinyl. and carriage to an area of unused vinyl. 

�� Once the blade is ready for another cut, press the Once the blade is ready for another cut, press the 

Enter button.Enter button.



11--6 Testing6 Testing

��Repeat steps 1 through 5 until the Repeat steps 1 through 5 until the 

cutter is cutting deep enough for the cutter is cutting deep enough for the 

vinyl to weed, but not enough for the vinyl to weed, but not enough for the 

blade to cut into the backing. blade to cut into the backing. 

�� For more information on setting up For more information on setting up 

the blade, see our the blade, see our ProCutProCut Contour Contour 

Cutter Setup Tutorial.Cutter Setup Tutorial.



The EndThe End
Please review our tutorials for more information on particular Please review our tutorials for more information on particular 

features.features.

http://http://www.cutterpros.comwww.cutterpros.com/downloads/downloads for further information. for further information. 
To speak with a technician, submit a ticket at To speak with a technician, submit a ticket at 

http://http://www.cutterpros.comwww.cutterpros.com/support//support/ or call 888or call 888--828828--8776 x2278776 x227
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